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ABSTRACT 

The design of a scintillation counter for measuring the radioactive 
contamination of hands and feet is described. This simple, compact, and 
reliable unit has many advantages over gas filled proportional counters and 
Geiger counters for this application. 	. 
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SCINTILLATION HAND AND FOOT COUNTER 

William Goldsworthy 

Donner Laboratory and Radiation Laboratory 
Departmentof Physics 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

January 27, 1953 

INTRODUCTION 

After making extensive studies into the problems of designing an 

adequate counter for measuring radioactive contamination of handsand feet 

an entirely new approach tothe problem was decided upon. 

The following goals were set: The counter had to view a wide area 

with high uniform sensitivity, be capable of measuring alpha, beta, and gamma 

contamination of wide energy ranges, be easy to maintain and adjust, be diffi-

cult to contaminate and easy to decontaminate, be insensitive to shock and line 

disturbances, and be usable for long periods without probe replacement. Gas 

filled proportional and Geiger counters failed to meet all of the above mentioned 

requirements. Geiger tubes had poor life time characteristics, failed to view 

a wide area 'with high sensitivity and are normally useless for counting alpha 

particles. Gas filled proportional counters were sensitive to shock, sensitive 

to line noise pick-up, were difficult to maintain as regards to voltage break-

down trouble and window replacement, and did not have uniform sensitivity over 

their entire window area. Upon examination into the possibilities of using scin- 

tillation counters, however, it was found that they would satisfy all requirements 

for a good usable hand and foot contamination counter. 

The resulting hand and foot contamination counter consists of a 

probe unit, containing photomultiplier tubes, phosphors, light tight window, 

balance controls, guard screen, photo tube circuitry, and the required me-

chanical assembly, and a main chassis containing pulse amplifiers, pulse 

shaper, pulse rectifier, metering circuitry, speaker, and regulated power 

supplies. 
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DESCRIPtION CF APPARATUS 

Probe Unit 

Starting at the input we find the probe unit. (See Figs. 1 and 2.) 

This unit consists ofEfour 5819 photomultiplier tubes viewing a 25 square inch 

phosphor consisting of a thin layer of anthracine flake crystals, covered, with 

a thin second layer of silver activated zinc sulfide. The anthracine flakes 

form the beta and gamma detecting phosphor and the zinc sulfide forms the 

alpha detecting phosphor. Between this phosphor and the multiplier tubes is 

an inch thickness of lucite, bonded to the phosphor on one side and to four 

photomultiplier tubes on the other side, allowing for good light dispersing and 

good light transfer characteristics between phosphors and photornultiplier tubes. 

Beneath the phosphor is a light-tight 1/4 mu, aluminum window protected on 

its underside from contamination and mechanical damage by a guard screen. 

This entire assembly is mounted in a light tight aluminum box having sockets 

for the photomultiplier and balancing pots for the photo tubes located in its 

upper structure. 

The probe unit circuitry is somewhat unconventional in that all 

four photomultiplier tubes are operated from a single dynode supply, high 

voltage and signal are, both .conveyed by one single conductor -  coaxial cable, 

and photomultiplier tube sensitivity balancing is accomplished by varying the 

voltage on the third dinode of each photomultiplier tube. There are numerous 

advantages to the aforementioned circuitry. 

Signal and high voltage can be very conveniently conveyed by means 

of a single conductor 'coaxial cable since the very high d. c. impedance of the 

resistor R2 and the dynode' supply does not excessively load the signal circuit1 

The signalpath is fromd.node No. 10 of each photo tube through capacitor Cl' 

and then down the cable into the main amplifier. The d. c. path is from the 

main chassis, through the cable land,through resistor R2 to'the' top of the dinode 

supply,. Capacitors C-4 and C-5 form a low impedance 'signal path to ground, 

thereby keeping signal voltages  off of the dnode supply. Capacitors C-4 and 

C-S are series connected to provide the proper voltage rating, while still using 

compact inexpensive' capacitors, since most high voltage condensers are bulky 

and expensive. 
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Control of the third dinodèoltage.t6 obtain balance of the photo-

multiplier tubes provided a solution to many problems. It provided a system 

of balancing with absolutely no interlocking, allowed a single dinode supply to, 

be used for all photomultiplier tubes and eliminated the necessity of insulating 

the balance potentiome,ter from ground.. 

Amplifier . 	 I 	 r 

From the output of the probe unit the signal is applied to the input 

of a two loop inverse feedback amplifier having a gain of 5000. See Fig. 3. 

This use of inverse feedback was necessary to provide adequate stability. If 

inverse feedback were not used amplifier gain would vary with line voltage and 

tube aging, thus producing poor stability.  

Both amplifier loops consist of two, two tube inverse feedback loops 

with inverse feedback being applied from the anodes of V2 and V4 to the cathodes 

of Vi and V3. Since no blocking capacitor was used between the anode of V2 and 

the cathode of Vl it was necessary to provide aslightiypositive bias on the grid 

of Vl to compensate for additional current flowing through the feedback. resistors 

RB and R9, one of which appears in the cathode of Vl. 	 ' 

Pulse Shaper 

From the output of V4, the amplified pulses are applied to a one 

shot multivibrator, using tubes VS and V6, whichhas been designed to give, 

even height,' even width, output pulses independent of the shape and height of 

the input pulses. This provision is absolutely necessary for 'stabie operatioñ" 

of the count rate mete ring circuit. The following arrangement was used with 

very stable results: a cathode follower having low 'anode voltage, as a trigger 

tube (V-SA) driving the grid of V-6A, 'and another cathode foliower, 'V-5B, 

having a' common cathode 'connection' with V-5A and switching 'in and taking over 

the driving operations to tub V-6A• after pulse initiations Tube V-.6 in conjunc-

tion with tube V-SB forms the one shot multivibrator with cathode follower 

drive to the grid ofV-6A through V-SB. This arrangement provides excellent 

stability by isolating the input signal from the multivibrator after triggering 

occurs, thereby removing 	possibility'of intè;rfèr•enc'e,bythè input Pulse. 
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The multivibrator sensitivity is controlled by adjustin •pótènti6

rneter:R35,. 	 tage,on the, cathode oi'.V76,the;reby controlling 

the grid-cathode bias of V-6A which, in turn, determines the triggering sensi-

tivity.  

Rectifier and Compressor 

Some sort of meter scale compression was considered desirable 
• 	so a to..rneasir,a ir range qf, cointing. r.tsw.thout the"necessity of manual 

range switching... The scaledecided.upon was. a linear::.s.cale from 0 to. 100 for. 

the bottom half of the meter scale .nd. a linear.Sc3leof from 100 to 1000 for the 

top half of the meter scale. This scale was chosen because of the simplicity 

and reproducibility of the acconpnying ielectronic circuitry. Operation of the 

circuit is as follows: Shaped positive pulses are applied to the anode of V-7A 

and : .rectified.p.oducing, a oli'age, acr.osre.sist.r. R38 .p'oportional to the count 

rate, wi.th capacitor .C17. proviing...th prope.r time:constant in conjunction with 

R38. Tube.V7Bves. sçpup 	tube and.is biased to be inoperative for 

voltages, producing ,1.s. a half-scale mete.....eection.. For voltages producing 

gre ate,r than, half-scale. mçter.def1ection, diode ,V 	conducts, clamping 'r e sis -. 

tor R39,,. effectively in parallel With resistor R38,: therebyreducing ,the count 

rate sensitivity of the pulse rectifier circuit by a factor of ten This gives the 

desired compression, for th upper half of the meter scale and thakes the 

metering response. practicll,.y.in4ependentof.tube characteristics, allowing 

for replacement of.V-7..witbputrecalibration.  

MeteririgCircuit•  

The metering circuit is quite conventional and consists of a bridge 

metering circuit with an indicating meter attached in series with the calibra-

tion potentiometer R43, between the cathodes of V-8A and V-8B Potentio-

meter R43 is for the purpose of compensating for grid current drawn by tube 

V - 8A 
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Loud Speaker 

In order: to provide audible indIcatidn ófcontáminatiOn a loud 

speaker.is provided behind the front panel'of the main chaisis. This Se'aIcér 

is driven by an audio amplifier which, in turn, is driven by the output of the 

pulse shaper. 	 . . ., 

Power Supplies 	, 	..... 	. 	 ' 

In  'order to obtainstable operation it was also necessary'to provid 

excellent voltage regulation of both low and high voltage supplies, bothof these 

supplies having. completeleléctronicregulators.  

bPETION 	.,... 	 .. 

Through ma.ny months of operatiOnsthêse scintillation hand and 

foot counters have proved .t.o be very sátisfàctory, with a minimum of main-
1. 

tenãnce. The contamination problemis practically liina'ted by the use of 

easily replaceable screéh guards and the us of ovehéad ssitivE windows.  

Excellent stability, sezisitivity, and uniform efficiency to a wide'rane of alpha, 

bëtá and gamma emitters are obtained 'Due to the 'arrangement of the metering 

circuit, fast metering response is attained, making for 'quick conta'mlnationde -  

terminationand reducing the reluctance of onié personnel to using hand and foot 

contamination meters. The apparatus is' also immune to microphonic troubles 

and to line voltage disturbances preselitin m:any  types of contamination Meters. 

Figure 4 shows the front panel view of the scintillation hand and 

foot counter main chassis. It will be noted from the photograph that the front 

panel contains only one meter, a speaker, a push button, and a pilot lamp 

Since any controls placedupon the front panel may be tampered with, it was 

decided to place only controls and devices upon the front panel necessary to 

determine the contamination level of hands or feet. These devices consists of 

a speaker giving audible indication, a meter giving visual indication, a pilot 

lamp showing that the unit is in operation and a zero set button for periodic 
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checking of the meter zero by the Health Chemistry Monitor. This indicating 

meter shown in the photograph has not had its calibrated scale attached. 

Figure 5 shows the assembled.and blown up views of the scintilla-

tion probe unit. This unit can be used in an inverted position as a foot counter 

when used with a different mounting frame. The mounting frame shown in the 

probe unit photograph is used only for hand counter use. 



Fig. 1 Scintillation Hand Counter Probe Unit Schematic 





Fig. 3 Scintillation Hand Counter Schematic 
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Fig. 4 View of Scintillation Hand and Foot Counter Main 
Chassis, Showing Simplicity of the Front Panel. 



View of Probe Unit Assembled for Use as a Hand 
Contamination Probe. 

Assembled Counter 
Soc ets and Balancing 	tentiometers 
Four Photomultiplier Tubes 
Phosphor on Lucite Block and Lucite Block 
Light Tight Aluminum Box and 1/4 mu 
Aluminum Light Tight Window 
Hand Counter Mounting Frame 
Guard Screen 

Fig. 5 




